Using analogues to assess uncertainty in urbanarea climate relocation
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This poster presents an improved statistical method to find climate
analogues and illustrates its application on 12 European cities.
An analogue to Paris, for example, is defined as the place whose
present climate is most similar to the projected climate of Paris in
2100. In order to find it, we define climate similarity by the 3
dimensional KolmogorovSmirnov statistic applied to a 30year
distribution of the 3 climate indicators aridity index, cooling degree
days and heating degree days.
Larger scale maps of such analogues illustrate the problem of
climate change impacts and the southward relocation trend very
well. Since analogues are model and scenario dependent, showing
this variability helps to gain a better understanding of the
uncertainties in the relocation trend.

Data
Climate analogues were computed by comparing the recorded climate from 19611990 with two possible
future scenarios for 20712100, using results from regional climate simulation models that provide 2D
fields of mean monthly surface temperatures and precipitations for all of Europe. The employed datasets
explore global warming within IPCC scenarios with the ARPEGEClimate model from CNRM/Météo
France simulating a moderate and the HadRM3H model from the Hadley Centera a strong warming.

Results
The maps below show the location of today's climate analogue of simulated future Paris for the two
different datasets. For the HadRM3H model (right), reasonable analogues of Paris are situated in
Southern Spain and Northern Africa with the Spanish city of Badajoz as the best analogue. With the
ARPEGE model (left), Rome stands out as the best candidate instead.

Methods
Climate for an urban area was characterized by the 30year annual distribution of these three widely used
climate indicators: Aridity Index, Heating Degree Days and Cooling Degree Days.
Aridity Index (AI)
Aridity Index describes water availability and is a fundamental
indicator for a climate's vegetation. The annual aridity index is
defined from monthly precipitation and potential evapotranspiration
following Thornthwaite (1948).
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Heating/Cooling Degree Days (HDD/CDD)
Heating (resp. cooling) degree days are standard indicators, known
to correlate well with heating (resp. air conditioning) energy
demand. They add up when temperatures drop below (resp. rise
above) a certain reference temperature (commonly 18°C). We used
Thom (1954) to estimate HDD and CDD from monthly average
temperatures.

Current climate analogues of the future climate of Paris (redish regions indicate suitable analogues, best analogue marked) as simulated by the ARPEGE
(left) and HadRM3H (right) models.

The second set of maps shows the best climate analogues for 12 European cities. The background
colors indicate presentday average temperatures. Both IPCC based scenarios exhibit a clear trend.
Paris goes to Badajoz or Rome (as discussed above), London goes to Villa Real or Nantes, etc. Despite
these large residual uncertainties, a general southward drift of climate analogues is clearly visible. The
lack of proper analogues in some scenarios for some cities such as Athens and Madrid might indicate
that their projected future climates are simply not found within Europe at present. Extension of the
analogue search on global scale may yield appropriate locations.

Conclusions
The developed methodology of visu
alizing modelling results with the aid
of climate analogues proved very
useful for preliminary interpretation as
well as easy intermodel comparison
in order to assess uncertainty.
The applied method is statistically
well founded and the three used indi
cators are believed to be sufficiently
descriptive for a city's climate. The
results are robust and in accordance
with the expected relocation trends.
Additionally, the entire procedure is
numerically well tractable on personal
computer as it does not require large
computing. The limitations of the
approach lie primarily with the as
sumption of climate stationarity and
the interpretation of a density map by
its maximum alone (the best ana
logue).
Observed uncertainties are partly ex
pression of our incomplete knowledge
of environmental processes and as
such might be reduced by a better
understanding of climate processes
and ever greater computing power.
There is, however, an additional
source of uncertainty arising from the
unpredictability of human behaviour
such as e.g the exact course of action
regarding greenhouse gas emissions.
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Defintion of heating and cooling degree days.
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Statistical comparison
The KolmogorovSmirnov statistic compares two samples by the maximum vertical distance between their
cumulative distributions. We used Franceschini and Fasano's (1987) generalization (illustrated below in 2
dimensions) to compare the joint distribution of the 3 climate indicators.
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Current climate analogues of the future climates of several European cities (on temperature background of the current climate). ARPEGE (left), HadRM3H (right).
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